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(Picture 1 protesters)we don’t need to mention the serious situation in the Middle East to make everybody realise that we’re lucky to live in democratic societies. We shouldn’t take that for granted. Many people are still struggling to reach the degree of free democracy we are living in. (Picture 2 EU leaders)But does that mean there’s nothing left to be done? We choose our leaders, sit back and let them rule us. That’s not where it ends, is it? Citizens should be able to participate!For most Europeans, the internet is the easiest way to get information from the authorities, or interact wth them. For the EU the internet is often the only opportunity to have for direct contact with those who rule. For organisations like the EU institutions the importance of good web communication therefore cannot be overestimated.For most Europeans, the internet is the easiest way to get information from the authorities, or interact wth them. For the EU the internet is often the only opportunity to have for direct contact with those who rule. For organisations like the EU institution the importance of good web communication therefore cannot be overestimatedBut how can we possibly inform, communicate and interact with the public if we don't speak their language on the web? 
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Picture of man/woman behind computerBut how can we possibly inform, communicate and interact with the public if we don't speak their language on the web? 



Web translation at the  
European Commission 

 A specialised service in DG Translation 
 
 Expertise in: 

• planning 
• editing 
• tools & formats 
• localisation 

 
• Teams for all 23 languages 
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Fortunately we have a dedicated web translation unit in DG TranslationWe have inhouse expertise on planning translation as part of big web projectsWe offer editing services (understandably the vast majority of ORIs are in EN)We are not afraid of different formatsWe translate with the member countries’ point of view in mindOur unit has a small autonomous team of linguists for each EU language and the lines between webmasters-planners-editors-translators are very short, with overhead reduced to the minimum.



 
• Awareness raising 

 
• Upstream involvement 

 
• Match formats and tools 

Work as a team with webmasters 
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AV/DM:Awareness raising�We actively promote awareness of the importance but also the difficulties of multilingual web communication. We go out to web project leaders, authors and webmasterUpstream involvementIf a DG plans a web project, the sooner the web unit is involved, the better it is.We can give advice on the content and language, and we offer much appreciated editing servicesNo need to tell you that in an organisation as the EU, it’s hard word to keep it short&simple!Match formats and toolsOur web translators know what it’s like to manage a web site, they understand what web masters want and need. If they get together with them in an early stage, the timely advice of the web translators on formats and tools can save the web master a huge amount of work later on in the workflow. Uploading an xml file is easier than copying and pasting from a Word table to mention but a smal example.As the internet evolves, the Commission web communicators, including the web tanslators, are on a steep learning curve, working to keep up with the possibilities - and pitfalls - of web communication in a wide range of languages.



 
• Focus on top level pages 

 
• Priority for large audience content 

 
• Strict quality assurance 

Targeting resources 
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AM:We can’t translate everything, so we choose our priorities carefully:We focus on top level pages and navigation itemsFor a lot of specialist or niche information a limited number of languages versions or machine translation will do, but information for a large audience needs to be multilingual.The bigger the expected audience, the higher the priorityBut where is the audience? We need understanding – of how people use websites and social media, and what they want from us – so that we can make best use of translation resources to serve real needs. Quality assurance is our biggest added value We translate, but we also check the result once it has been uploaded. This requires close cooperation with web project people (in house or contractors)It requires a multilingual team, a service that doesn’t come easy or cheap on the market.QA work is hard to quantify
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AV/DM:Example: Your Europe CitizensThe opportunities to go and live, travel and work in other EU-countyries are enormous, But how do you know which rules apply? What are practical things you must know?You don’t go to the EU legislation databse to find out for yourself, no, you want clear and concise information.Your Europe is that one-stop-shop for businesses and citizens.Short, clear, practical.Not as complete as the actual legislation but (more?) useful, provided it is correct, clear and reliable. Localised in 23 languages. The concise form (thanks to heavy editing and rethinking of the architecture!) guarantees good use of translation resources!Hard to imagine this working with machine translation.

http://europa.eu/youreurope/index.htm�
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Example: European Citizens’ InitiativeRecently announcedSoon operationalPotentially huge impactPolitically important/ legally binding info important to keep but presented in a clear and easy way (more challenging than normal)ONLY GATEWAY TOT START A CITIZENS’ INITIATIVE!High quality multilingualism essential! (machine translation out of the question!)With this recent launch of the European Citizens' Initiative website in 23 languages, there's no doubting the role of web translation in participatory democracy, or the Commission's commitment to a multilingual web presence.

http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative/public/welcome?lg=en�
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Last example: news on the EC homepageTranslating EU news requires local perspective to be taking into account! Often translators take examples from their own country to localise. Obviously it’s more appealing to read about concrete, practical things in your own country or region:awardsprojectspolicy implicationsfunding opportunitiesEU investments/grants etc.Example: On the day of the European museum awards, UK readers probably prefer to read about a UK museum, whereas it’s more interesting for Poles to read about an award winning museum in their country. Machine translation can do a lot, but it can’t replace the name of a London museum with that of a Polish museum in a news article. 

http://ec.europa.eu/index_fr.htm�


DGT web expertise at the service 
of the citizen 
 

• We deploy our editorial, technical and 
multilingual expertise in web 
communication, to make Europe work at 
the service of its citizens 
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AM:Conclusion
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